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“Like ghosts that come out of the shadows...  and in shadows, they go.” is a contemporary art exhibition 
immersed in the deepest caverns of the present. 

Contrary to the obvious, this cave is not the result of a primal search. This cave is a threshold, a passageway to other 
worlds, a new way of seeing and feeling. The cave in this case serves as a metaphor for processes of representation. The 
cave is an expanded drawing, a giant texture. This cave refers to the interior, to the depths of the hidden thoughts behind 
screens, images and humans. This cavity serves as an analogy to talk about television, human thinking, and the unfolding 
of being. Somehow this cave represents the origin, but not of humanity or the meaning of the term as used in philosophy.

The intervention raises an effort for the viewer. The routes for transit will not be easily accessible. Demanding an active 
interaction with both the space and the art pieces contained therein. Parts of the exhibition affect one another, FORMING 
a whole conglomerate. They are not isolated but will be implemented in the cockpit to form one cannibalistic idea. Some 
eating the other. Some being the other.
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